Storyboard 1 This long shot shows the actor Shawn is having some work with his laptop.

Storyboard 2 The next shot is a close-up which shows what specifically Shawn is doing with his laptop: he is doing Media homework.
Storyboard 3 Another close-up shot shows Shawn found something wired with the reading lamp’s power jack on it when he turned his head to relax.

Storyboard 4 A extremely close-up shot shows there is a USB charging cable is connecting to the power jack.
Storyboard 5 This is a medium shot shows he is thinking about why this wired cable is connecting to a power jack but not a USB.

Storyboard 6 It is still a same medium shot shows he is putting up the lamp to see what is happening.
Storyboard 7 It is still a same medium shot shows he is putting up the lamp to see what is happening.

Storyboard 8 The last medium shot shows his hands on the regretful face.